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Kevin Reid

Q: When did you receive your graduate degree at the University of Guelph, what was your thesis research, and who was your advisor?

Jan 2016 – Ph.D. Title: Bayesian Methods for Great Lakes Fisheries Risk Assessment and Management. Co-Advisors: Nudds/McLaughlin

Q: What is your current job description/location?

Assessment Scientist, Ontario Commercial Fisheries' Association, Blenheim, ON

Q: How did your graduate experience at the University of Guelph prepare you for this position?

Above position was held during my PT studies. My thesis work and related studies significantly enhanced my capacity to deal with some of the highly technical aspects of the position.

Q: What are some of the important skills that you learned outside of your graduate experience?

Mentorship skills were acquired as I observed faculty working with both myself and the other graduate students in the lab

Q: How would you complete the following sentence when thinking back to your graduate education: "If I had known then what I know now, I would..."

Started a part-time Ph.D. sooner than age 53.